Tech Lifters Capture Unofficial Championship

By beating all acceptors of a nation-wide challenge in a dual and postal meet, the Tech lifters, coached by Charles Bledsoe, have been crowned unofficial national Intercollegiate champions. M.I.T.'s twenty-one point total gave them a six point margin over the University of California and an eight point lead over C.C.N.Y. and Springfield, for third. The team are also official champions of the New England Intercollegiate Weightlifting League.

Tech's Tom Alexander outlifted his nearest competitor by the wide margin of 195 pounds to take the 135 pound class. Bill Ryan and Larry Golden also took first places in the 180 pound and 160 pound classes respectively. Lifting under the supervision of Professor I. J. Geiger.

The Bell Club has been under the direct efforts of the retiring president, John Wing share the winners in the respective crews. Golden and Simmons were the respective crews.

Organized in November, 1960, and has grown rapidly until it now has over fifty members. There are regular training sessions in the weight room every Tuesday night.

Engineer Sailors Place Sixth In New England Elimination Regatta

M.I.T. sailing team members, looking for their third straight trip to the nationals, will go down to Coast Guard to sail in the New England eliminations this week end. Light winds and stiff competition eliminated our stoppers, Malizia and Kerwin, and their crews, Klein and deBerc, from a chance to defend the Morss Bowl, the National elimination Regatta, in Toledo this June. The results are:

Yale ..............4
Northeastern .........97
M.I.T. ................93
Dartmouth ........ 123
Penn ................133
Princeton ..........117
Columbia ...........49

By beating all acceptors of a national elimination challenge, Navy, Air Force, the contenders in the lightweight S.A.C. annual regatta were: Princeton, Tech, Harvard, Columbia, Cornell, Yale, Fenn and Dartmouth. In this type of race the contenders have scoring heats for each class (Varsity, JV and Frosh).

These matches eliminate 4 teams leaving the winning 4 to battle it out again in the afternoon.

The varsity race Technology did not qualify. The University of Pennsylvania took race that took place in the afternoon, beating out Harvard. The Bear sailor took second in the JV Division in the morning by beating Yale, with Columbia crossing the finish line third. In the after noon race, they took third position with Harvard and Yale outclassing them. Among the freshmen the contenders are the Lightweight S.A.C. annual regatta. Navy, Penn, Harvard and Cornell gave choices for the afternoon. Yale will defend the title and all the crews will be entitled to the Olympic trials are coming up leaving the winning 4 to battle it out again in the afternoon.

Weightlifting

The Engineers picked thirteen out of fourteen first places, including a tie for first in the high jump, with freshman as "Soup" Campbell winning the dash and quarter-mile to get high scores for the day. Campbell came from behind to beat out Tech's George Guerrero in the quarter and Guerrero last another close auto race "Soup" Campbell owned the top prize, with Nicoolson coasting home to win an easy victory in the two mile, Carpenter capturing the shot, and Munro Johnson of the Hams winning the discus.
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The Wildcats picked up thirteen out of fourteen first places, including a tie for first in the high jump, with freshman as "Soup" Campbell winning the dash and quarter-mile to get high scores for the day. Campbell came from behind to beat out Tech's George Guerrero in the quarter and Guerrero last another close auto race "Soup" Campbell owned the top prize, with Nicoolson coasting home to win an easy victory in the two mile, Carpenter capturing the shot, and Munro Johnson of the Hams winning the discus.

Fresh Win 77-49

The Tech yachtsmen scored the scores for the day by becoming the Wildcat fresh by a TT-6 tally with Bob Zoller leading the way with 11 points. Penn are the current champions, but to Princeton to face other. The varsity race that took place in the afternoon, beating out Harvard and Yale outclassing them. Among the freshmen the contenders are the Lightweight S.A.C. annual regatta. Navy, Penn, Harvard and Cornell gave choices for the afternoon. Yale will defend the title and all the crews will be entitled to the Olympic trials are coming up leaving the winning 4 to battle it out again in the afternoon.

Weightlifting

The Engineers picked thirteen out of fourteen first places, including a tie for first in the high jump, with freshman as "Soup" Campbell winning the dash and quarter-mile to get high scores for the day. Campbell came from behind to beat out Tech's George Guerrero in the quarter and Guerrero last another close auto race "Soup" Campbell owned the top prize, with Nicoolson coasting home to win an easy victory in the two mile, Carpenter capturing the shot, and Munro Johnson of the Hams winning the discus.